Introduction
For the purpose of this post I will be using Google Chrome to demonstrate how you too can surf, search and buy using
Yahoo Auctions Japan.
I will be using Chrome simply because it is my preferred browser with features that make surfing foreign language websites
simple, but that's not to say that you can't do the same with other browsers. I also recommend installing a currency
converter from the Google play store this will save you using XE or other currency converter sites to find out rough pricing.
*All my screen shots have had English translation done. The location of the description does not change between
Japanese and English screen so if you do not use a translator you can still use the screen shots to navigate.
*At the end of this Lecture there is a Cheat Sheet of commonly used search terms translated from English to
Japanese to assist in searching with Yahoo Auctions Japan.
Searching Yahoo Auctions Japan
First of all, you'll need to get yourself onto the Yahoo Auctions Japan website. For those of you who didn't already know, the
Google Translate
URL to go to is: http://auctions.yahoo.co.jp
Currency converter app

You can start searching straight off the bat from the front page, however that will produce results from all the auction
categories and not just the automotive gear. It is much better to go to the automotive category by clicking on its link from the
main category menu on the left (see screenshot below).

Once you have clicked on the automotive sub category you will be taken to that page. By default, the search functions
works from the 'current category' downwards. It will search the 'current category', whatever that may be at the time, and any
sub categories

So now that we have surfed to the Automotive auction category we can start searching for all things automotive (see
diagram below)

Category search dropdown

Search button
Search box

Search term
Because we are already within the Automotive auction sub category (see above) searching is simplified slightly because
now we shouldn't get non-automotive related results. For example, had we searched for the term 'マークII' (Mark II) from the
main Yahoo Auctions screen we would have gotten results pertaining to items of Hobbies, Sports and so forth.
So what is the best way to search Yahoo Auctions Japan? This may not be the absolute best method, however it is a
method that works and is relatively simple.
The first thing you'll probably want to concentrate on is the car model that you are searching for. There are a couple of ways
to do this and all are correct and valid, however, results may vary depending on which method you use to search with.
For example, if we were to try and find something for a JZX81 Toyota Mark II we could simply search by using the
chassis/series code of 'JZX81' and that is perfectly Ok. However, as mentioned earlier, results may vary, and to prove the
point here are some examples.
Search term VS Results returned
JZX81 = 3,000 results
マークII = 51,000 results
マークII JZX81 = 1300 results

As you can see, each search term results in a different number of results being returned. There are a few pointers to take
note of when choosing search terms for Yahoo Auctions Japan.

Firstly, Yahoo Auctions Japan search only uses the auction title when using our Keywords to search. Secondly, auction
titles are limited in length so only a certain amount of data can be stored in the title. Thirdly, it is up to the seller to make up
their own auction titles, thus title and or keyword formation can vary as there is no real standard.
For example, using 'JZX81' as our search keyword we could quite correctly assume that we will find everything associated
with JZX81's, and we'd probably be 99% on the money.
In a similar vein, as the “Search term VS Results returned” example above shows, we can also search for the less specific '
マークII' keyword and we'd also be on the money with many more results being returned. Why is that? Well, in this case
we'd be searching for EVERYTHING Chaser related and not necessarily specific to any one particular series, hence more
results being returned.
Our last example for “Search term VS Results returned” shows the following search, 'マークII 81'. A question may be “Why
just '81' and not 'JZX81', assuming we are searching for a 81 series Mark II?”. If you look around Yahoo Auctions long
enough you'll come to realize that the Japanese don't always use the full JZX81 designation in their auction titles. This is
probably due to the title length constraints as mentioned earlier. For example, a lot of the time you'll see auction titles with
GX81, X81, 90/100/110 etc. instead of the full JZX81, JZX90, JZX100, JZX110 etc. This is due to the way the search
function works and how it picks out relevant keywords. Simply searching for ‘マークII 81’ will still result in correct search
results being returned.
Refining searches
Sometimes it is fun/interesting to sit and surf through 17,000 auctions for your vehicle, other times you want to easily find
that part you were searching for rather than waste time.
Now that we have a slightly better grip on the Yahoo Auctions search function, we can refine the search a little further.
There are a couple different search methodologies we can utilize to try and find specific items more quickly however, we'll
continue to stick to the 'keep it simple' philosophy so that anyone should be able to work their way through and find what
they want relatively quickly.
Keyword Search: The simplest and most obvious method is the keyword search. Since we already know how to find ALL
the car parts for our particular model, using the methods outlined in the section above, we simply expand on that and add
part-specific keywords to our search. How do we do that in Japanese? Simple; cheat! At the end of this lecture I have a
made a list of common Japanese automotive terms, a cheat sheet as it were.
For demonstrative purposes, say you wanted to find new/used calipers for your JZX81. Using the cheat sheet you would
start off by entering the keyword for a Mark II (マークII) and then look up the keyword for caliper (キャリパ ). Combining the
two into a search 'マークII キャリパ JZX81' gives you the keyword search refined to Calipers for a Mark II.
Sub Category Search: He is where Google Chrome will come in handy. Along the left hand side of the screen on Yahoo
Auctions are the sub categories. If you are using the latest version on Google Chrome, you should be able to right click
somewhere on an empty part of the web page and get the following menu.

As you can see, it has the option to 'Translate to English', click it and your web page will be automatically translated and
start to make some sense. Once that's done, select the sub category you want from the list on the left of the screen and
click it. Remembering that the Yahoo Auctions search works from your current category downwards; so by traversing to a
sub category you have now effectively eliminated the previous category from your search results. You can continue to
navigating further down the category tree or simply search from where you are currently to further refine your search results.

When searching using this method, treat the search just as you would a normal search (see above). For example, use a
simple model specific search like 'JZX81', 'マークII' or 'マークII 81' etc or be more creative and combine keywords instead.
Search By Association: This method is kind of a hybrid that you can use in certain circumstances but is perhaps not so
good on its own. You'll see what I mean in a minute.
Say you are browsing through a whole bunch of different car parts but you happen to come across something interesting.
What you would do is click that auction item and wait for the auction details page to come up.
Just like most modern shopping websites, Yahoo Auctions also utilizes a bread crumb methodology, you just have to know
what to look for . As one might expect, the bread crumb trail is located near the top of the page (see diagram
below) Each auction category is separated by a '>' (greater than) symbol, hence the last bit of Japanese script right after the
last > symbol is the current category. Since all the bread crumbs are also actual links, clicking on the last link will take you to
that category where you can now continue searching for more interesting bits and bobs.
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Sub Categories

Listing options
When searching or surfing Yahoo Auctions, by default you will get the small thumbnail and description type listing which is
fine as it shows a whole bunch of information all in one shot (see diagram below)
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As you can see, this default view allows you to see everything at a glance it also allows you to sort the auctions by price,
number of bids & ending date etc. among other things.
What I normally do is switch to the Grid mode as that has everything I need and change the listing to 100. To do this, simply
click on the Grid view icon shown above and change the display amount to 100.

Auctions explained
This section covers the actual auction item page itself. Once you know what you are looking at it makes perfect sense so
perhaps I'll just let the diagram below speak for itself.
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If you click on the detailed remaining time link, you'll get a pop up which will show you exactly how many days and/or
minutes are left on the auction. (See screenshot below)

Middlemen services
Jessie streeter – www.jessiestreeter.com –
Shebid.com
Jerold Llama - email him at this address.
Jyosui - email him at this address.

Creating a Yahoo Japan ID
Yahoo Auctions Japan used to disallow the viewing of ended auctions unless you had a Yahoo account user ID you had to sign in before you could see an auction that had ended. However, that restriction is no longer in
place. Also, some middleman/deputy services will allow you to view ended auctions through their own website,
whether or not you have a YJ user ID. However, I will keep this section up for those interested in signing up.
*Please note that the signup process described here may be out of date. I have only so many email addresses
that I can use to create new user IDs to test out the signup process after all, so unfortunately I won't be able to
keep this section as up to date as I would like. However, considering that you no longer need a YJ user ID to
view completed auctions, the lack of updated information might not be such a big deal overall.
Yahoo.com finally streamlined all its services so that one username will get you into all of its various areas, and
Yahoo Japan has followed suit. Therefore, you need create only one username, and if you want, you can also
use it to get a YJ homepage, a YJ e-mail address, etc. etc.

Click here

This will bring you to the following screen

Username

Password

Postcode (Must use a
Japanese postcode, I have
used a town in Osaka Japan)
Birthday ( My birthday is 25th of
January 1985, So I had to enter it in
19850125. Year 1st then month then
day.
Contact email

Secret Question

Character authentication
(Prove you are human)

Now this is the hard part, to get past the Character Authentication as seen above, you will need to use a virtual
keyboard and match the characters to the picture. This can be hard if you do not understand basic Japanese.
Once you have completed this you will see the below screenshot, this will just display your details and send a
basic email to the email address provided. Below that you will see a radio style button; select this as it is you
agreeing to terms and conditions.

Your details, you will receive an
email confirming your details

Agree to terms and conditions

Once you have done this you will then move onto the next screen as shown below this is just another confirm screen saying
that you are now active, and once you click on the button you will move onto your Yahoo Wallet account seen below. Think
of this as PayPal or the way you will be paying for items (You do not need to set this up and you can ignore it by just clicking
on the Yahoo logo, and this will take you back to the Auction main page. From here you can start searching)

User details

Yahoo wallet account

If you choose to setup your Yahoo Wallet account, please make sure you have a valid address as all items will be posted to
this address ***This must be a Japanese address***. I have not tested out this side of the system so I don’t know if the
credit card payments work, however I can confirm you must have a valid Japanese bank account if you are to use bank
account details.

Name
Name in Kanji

Postal details

Payment method

You have now completed your Yahoo Japan account; you will need to log in as per the screen below

Once you have logged in you will see the screen has changed and your user name is showing above. The bonus of having
an account is that you can see recently viewed products as well as a watch list as seen below.

Username

My auction
Settings

Recently viewed

To add an item to your watch list all you need to do is click add to watch list as seen in the screenshot below. This is just like
an eBay watch list so good to keep track of things you have found or how much items sold for.

My auction

Add to

watch list

Once you have added an item to
your watch list, you will see a
confirmation as per screenshot to
the left. To view it, select My Auction
as seen in the above screen shot;
this will bring you to the below
screen shot. From this, select Watch
List.

Watch list

watch list

After selecting Watch List, it will bring up the below screen and as you can see it is rather straight forward.

If you have any further questions or would like to know more about how to use Yahoo Auctions please feel free to contact
me via the contact page and I will do my best to help you.

